HT-R997 7.2-Channel Network AV Receiver

- THX® Integrated System Delivers Theater-Reference Sound
- 165 W/Ch (6 Ω, 1 kHz, 1% THD, 1 Channel Driven, IEC)
- Dynamic Audio Amplification with Non-Phase-Shift Circuitry
- VLSC™ Filtering and AKM (AK4458) 384 kHz/32-bit DAC
- Supports 5.2.2-Channel Dolby Atmos Playback and Dolby Surround Upmixing
- DTS:X Object-based Audio Reproduction and DTS Neural:X® Upmixing for Legacy Soundtracks
- T.H.D. Inputs (1 Front®) and 2 Outputs (Main Out, Sub Out®) Supporting Dolby Vision™, HLG (Hybrid Log-Gamma), HDR10, and BT.2020
- AccuEQ Room Acoustic Calibration Technology
- Dual-band 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi® Supports Spotify, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer*1
- Bluetooth® Wireless Technology Supports 5.2.2-Channel Dolby Atmos Playback and Dolby Surround Upmixing
- Features Chromecast built-in® for Stable Network Connection
- Ready for Onkyo Controller App Integrated Multi-room Intuitive Operation*8
- Tone Controls (Bass/Treble) for Front L/R Channels
- Theater-Dimensional Virtual Surround Function
- Advanced Music Optimizer Improves Compressed Audio Quality
- DIP Modes for Gaming, Rock, Sports, Action, and RPG
- A/V Sync Control (Up to 500 ms in 5 ms Steps at 48 kHz)
- Output Level Control and Auto Standby Function
- Economical HDMI Pass-through and Network Standby Functions
- Powered Zone 2 Speaker Outputs and Zone 2 Line Out with Dedicated DAC Supporting Network, S/PDIF, and Analog Audio
- Bluetooth® Wireless Technology for Mobiles, Laptops, and PCs (Version 4.1 + LE, Profile: A2DP v1.2, AVRCP v1.3)
- Supports Spotify, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer*1Bar*1

HTP-993 7.1-Channel Home Theater Speaker System

- Dolby Atmos® Reproduction and DTS:X™ Reproduction
- Dual-band Wi-Fi® Supports 5.2.2-Channel Dolby Atmos Playback and Dolby Surround Upmixing
- Supports 5.2.2-Channel Dolby Atmos Playback and Dolby Surround Upmixing
- DTS:X Object-based Audio Reproduction and DTS Neural:X® Upmixing for Legacy Soundtracks
- T.H.D. Inputs (1 Front®) and 2 Outputs (Main Out, Sub Out®) Supporting Dolby Vision™, HLG (Hybrid Log-Gamma), HDR10, and BT.2020
- AccuEQ Room Acoustic Calibration Technology
- Dual-band 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi® Supports Spotify, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer*1
- Bluetooth® Wireless Technology Supports 5.2.2-Channel Dolby Atmos Playback and Dolby Surround Upmixing
- Features Chromecast built-in® for Stable Network Connection
- Ready for Onkyo Controller App Integrated Multi-room Intuitive Operation*8
- Tone Controls (Bass/Treble) for Front L/R Channels
- Theater-Dimensional Virtual Surround Function
- Advanced Music Optimizer Improves Compressed Audio Quality
- DIP Modes for Gaming, Rock, Sports, Action, and RPG
- A/V Sync Control (Up to 500 ms in 5 ms Steps at 48 kHz)
- Output Level Control and Auto Standby Function
- Economical HDMI Pass-through and Network Standby Functions
- Powered Zone 2 Speaker Outputs and Zone 2 Line Out with Dedicated DAC Supporting Network, S/PDIF, and Analog Audio
- Bluetooth® Wireless Technology for Mobiles, Laptops, and PCs (Version 4.1 + LE, Profile: A2DP v1.2, AVRCP v1.3)
- Supports Spotify, TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer*1Bar*1

Enjoy a Multiplex Film Experience at Home

Onkyo's best-selling THX® Integrated System HTiB has been rebooted to take entertainment to the next level. Inside the carton you'll find everything needed for a cinema-reference experience at home complete with Dolby Atmos® and DTS:X™ reproduction. Dual-band Wi-Fi® supports FireConnect™ powered by Blackfire for multi-room music distribution, Chromecast built-in®, and DTS Play-Fi®. Spotify®, AirPlay, and Bluetooth® technology carry wireless music from phone to speakers fast. Exhaustive bench testing, meanwhile, has guaranteed high power and precise speaker control, while premium D/A conversion unlocks Hi-Res Audio using Onkyo Controller to select network files. This intuitive multi-room control app has TIDAL, TuneIn, and Deezer built in. Featuring HDMI® pass-through for Dolby Vision™, HLG (Hybrid Log-Gamma), HDR10, and BT.2020, you can feel confident your investment will serve premium content today and tomorrow. * Requires a future firmware update.
HT-S9800THX
7.1-Channel Network A/V Receiver/Speaker Package

Certified THX® Integrated System
THX Integrated System guarantees cinema-quality sound in an affordable all-in-one package. Certified systems are ideal for smaller spaces where the screen-to-seat viewing distance is about 2.5–3 m. All components within the system are rigorously tested to meet THX standards, delivering the same distortion-free sound volume you experience in a commercial cinema.

Dynamic Audio Amplification
The high-current capability of Dynamic Audio Amplification is proven by an ability to drive four-ohm speaker loads, which severely test the strongest amplifier. Heaps of muscle means superior control of stereo and multichannel sound. In addition, VLSC® eliminates pulse-noise for optimal playback of quality stereo sources.

THX Integrated System Certified Speakers
This 2-way speaker package features solid MDF enclosures and A-OPT® woofers (comprising layered polyethylene naphthalate and flexible cotton woven). Included 2-way surround speakers with 13 cm A-OPT drivers assure full-size surround. Front-firing sub fitted with a 30 cm cone outputs 1.25 Watts of chest-rumbling bass. All speakers are certified to meet THX Integrated System standards.

Unleash Dolby Atmos® or DTS:X™ Home Theater
Object-based soundtracks allow independently mixed sound to play through any speaker in your system, moving above and below. The HT-S9800THX reproduces 5.2.2-channel Dolby Atmos or DTS:X formats, with the included wall-mountable surround speakers convincingly reproducing overhead effects.

Onkyo Controller Supports Next Generation Network Audio
Onkyo Controller collects streaming services and local network audio into an intuitive app. Control playback, explore services, and distribute audio all over the home via FireConnect™ powered by Blackfire from one interface.

Music Made Easy with Chromecast built-in™
Stream any music from your smartphone, laptop, or PC to the HT-S9800THX with ease. Control playback with Chromecast-enabled apps you know and love from your iPhone, iPad, Android phone or tablet, or Chromebook™.

Stream Anything with DTS Play-Fi®
DTS Play-Fi is a protocol that works with any audio app on mobiles and PC. Click whatever's playing to the receiver, even different sources to different components at the same time.

Wi-Fi®, AirPlay, Spotify®, and Bluetooth®
Selectable 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi® assures a stable connection to your phone, tablet, or computer, even in packed rooms. Bluetooth® provides simple wireless technology provides simple elimination of pulse-noise for optimal playback of quality stereo sources.

Onkyo Controller Supports Next Generation Network Audio
Onkyo Controller collects streaming services and local network audio into an intuitive app. Control playback, explore services, and distribute audio all over the home via FireConnect™ powered by Blackfire from one interface.

Music Made Easy with Chromecast built-in™
Stream any music from your smartphone, laptop, or PC to the HT-S9800THX with ease. Control playback with Chromecast-enabled apps you know and love from your iPhone, iPad, Android phone or tablet, or Chromebook™.

Stream Anything with DTS Play-Fi®
DTS Play-Fi is a protocol that works with any audio app on mobiles and PC. Click whatever's playing to the receiver, even different sources to different components at the same time.

Wi-Fi®, AirPlay, Spotify®, and Bluetooth®
Selectable 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi® assures a stable connection to your phone, tablet, or computer, even in packed rooms. Bluetooth® provides simple wireless technology provides simple elimination of pulse-noise for optimal playback of quality stereo sources.

Onkyo Controller Supports Next Generation Network Audio
Onkyo Controller collects streaming services and local network audio into an intuitive app. Control playback, explore services, and distribute audio all over the home via FireConnect™ powered by Blackfire from one interface.

Music Made Easy with Chromecast built-in™
Stream any music from your smartphone, laptop, or PC to the HT-S9800THX with ease. Control playback with Chromecast-enabled apps you know and love from your iPhone, iPad, Android phone or tablet, or Chromebook™.

Stream Anything with DTS Play-Fi®
DTS Play-Fi is a protocol that works with any audio app on mobiles and PC. Click whatever's playing to the receiver, even different sources to different components at the same time.

Wi-Fi®, AirPlay, Spotify®, and Bluetooth®
Selectable 5 GHz/2.4 GHz Wi-Fi® assures a stable connection to your phone, tablet, or computer, even in packed rooms. Bluetooth® provides simple wireless technology provides simple elimination of pulse-noise for optimal playback of quality stereo sources.